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1. Introduction

I

t has been almost forgotten that not
so long ago all research paper submissions were made in hard copy. At that
time communication between far-away
scientists could take months or years,
thus making collaborations between distant teams slow and impractical. In the
modern scientific community it is hard
to imagine collaboration without e-mail,
internet search engines, online submission sites, and other similar tools. Building on these modern conveniences, an
even newer concept has arisen, namely
of virtual organization.
A virtual organization is a group of
geographically distributed individuals or
institutions that cooperate with each
other concurrently. With the advent of
information technologies to help facilitate them, virtual organizations have not
only become feasible, but also more convenient than traditional forms of organizations.This has made virtual organizations
very popular in recent years. This paper
tackles the issue of building a large-scale
virtual organization for individuals and
institutions that are associated with the
field of computational intelligence (CI)
and machine learning (ML). We begin
with a few scenarios that will help illustrate the need for a virtual community
in CIML.
As a first example, consider that
many of us are researchers in CI and
ML, and therefore are frequently
reviewing papers for journals and conferences. It is quite usual that the
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reviewed papers are not within our primary line of research and we want to
familiarize ourselves with the presented
methods, results, and anything else that
might be relevant. We may not find
adequate information in the reviewed
paper and its references. A more curious
reviewer or reader may even want to
find an implementation of the method
and try it out, which is typically very
difficult if at all possible.
Further, we might try to explore
some application areas that are outside
of our area of expertise. At other occasions we may want to undertake an
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effort of merging or comparing multiple
methods for one application. In such situations we typically need to contact
other researchers, quickly obtain relevant
reference material, or find programs that
are easily adaptable to the project (possibly compatible with ours, and other
already existing software). Each of these
steps can impose tremendous challenges.
Another common scenario is that
we develop a new method for a problem at hand. A natural next step is to
compare this method to existing methods using available benchmarks. However, such compar isons may involve

implementation of those existing
methods, which is often a long and
tedious process. It results in slowing
down research or the avoidance of such
comparisons altogether.
Finally, sometimes a researcher from
another field, say chemistry, meteorology
or medicine, a high school or college
student, a person working for industry,
or a medical doctor who wants to
analyze data or solve a problem that is
difficult or impossible to tackle with traditional methods. Locating and adapting
CIML tools to solve such a problem
may be very difficult for someone outside of the CI and ML field.
The above scenarios are obviously
not rare or unique to CIML. In fact in
many disciplines, particularly medicine,
genomics, earth sciences, and some engineering areas, virtual communities are
already well established to facilitate
research and alleviate the difficulties
mentioned above1,2 . Long established
initiatives like the National Library of
Medicine (www.nlm.nih.gov), which
hosts PubMed and Medline, includes
almost anything that any professional or
private person would want to search for
in medical knowledge. Biologists and
biotechnologists have their sources of
data and publications at the National
Center for Biotechnology Information
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and Biomedical Informatics Research Network
(BIRN; www.birn.net ), which are
further supplemented by multiple commercial websites. Jointly, this virtual
community provides data (mostly
genomics), computational tools,
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publication search engines, and everything else that researchers in the field
may need.
Engineering, earth sciences, climatology, and similar areas’ needs forced
them to create virtual organizations
whose main purpose is to share computational resources3. The use of grid
computing4 allows them to solve very
large problems that are too computationally expensive to be solved at one
location. In fact, currently the most
notable efforts to create collaborative
networks are based on the idea of grid
computing, including the National Science Foundation supported TeraGrid
project (www.teragrid.org) used across
disciplines 5,6 , and several domainoriented projects such as MedIGrid7.
It can be noticed that related virtual
community building efforts in CIML
are lagging in comparison with other
domains. Although several attempts were
made to create collaboration websites,
data and software repositories, and also
virtual communities, these efforts were
not sufficiently synergistic and only
addressed a small portion of the total
CIML community needs. Among the
most noticeable efforts in building
CIML virtual communities are the
PASCAL and PASCAL2 networks
(www.pascal-network.org ) which are
European initiatives that support collaboration and research in cognitive systems.
Areas of interest of both networks
include machine learning, pattern analysis, machine vision, and natural language
processing. Although the networks’
website is rich in content (e.g. publications, video lectures, competitions), many
items are only available to its members.
Most of CIML resources are distributed over dozens of websites maintained
by individual researchers, groups, laboratories, and departments. These websites
usually focus on specific topics of interest, and further, they lack any objective
evaluations of the content on the site.
Probably the most well known of these
initiatives is an effort to implement popular machine learning algorithms in
Java™ in the Weka system8. The software
is available from the University of Waikato website www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/.
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In addition, some benchmark data can
be found on a very popular site: UCI
machine learning repository (http://
archive.ics.uci.edu/m l/ ). Another
resource is the evolutionary computation
benchmarking site available at http://
www.cs.ac.uk/research/projects/ecb/9.
Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) is
also a great resource for information. It
follows the ideas of Web 2.0, in which
users create content for the web. This
content is, however, of varying quality
that depends on the area, often incomplete, and sometimes simplistic or, on
the other hand, tends to be too advanced
for less experienced readers. Each article
can be modified by multiple authors,
and therefore it reflects their diverse
knowledge. The downside of using
Wikipedia is that its information often
remains unverified. In contrast, papers
published in archival journals most often
undergo a very strict review which significantly increases level of confidence in
the published material.
It is easy to see that these attempts,
even though useful, are characterized by
their concentration on selected aspects
of virtual organization such as sharing
software or data. We believe that integrating and unifying these aspects will
be most beneficial. Such a broad and all
encompassing structure for the CIML
virtual community would provide not
only access to its particular components
or functions (such as data sharing or
networking), but would also create a vast
interconnection between the components, making such a community more
integrated, better informed and poised
for growth. In this paper we propose a
framework for a CIML virtual community, discuss the issues crucial for its success, and present our initial efforts
towards implementing it10.
2. Building a Computational
Intelligence and Machine
Learning Community

Our goal is to create a virtual community that will eventually become a place
for researchers, students, and the general
public to find information about computational intelligence, machine learning, and related topics. Currently, we are

pointing to five key aspects of virtual
community in CI and ML. These are
sharing data, sharing software, sharing
computational resources, education and
networking. We are planning to gradually include these components in the
development of the CIML Community
Portal. In this section we describe these
aspects, their benefits, and their associated difficulties. We conclude this section
with a discussion of, in our opinion, the
most important feature of an effective
virtual community in CIML, namely
integration of all these components.
2.1 Sharing data

Sharing data can be one of the most
important aspects of virtual communities in modern sciences and engineering.
After developing a new algorithm, we
are often interested in testing it. First we
use simple, easily accessible benchmark
problems. Then we use more complex
state-of-the-art benchmarks. However,
being engineers, the ultimate goal of our
research is to solve real-life problems.
Such problems typically belong to disciplines that are beyond our areas of
expertise and therefore require data that
is not immediately accessible, or is otherwise difficult to obtain.
Therefore, providing an accessible
site for such data would be extremely
useful. Despite its benefits, this, too, has
associated difficulties. There are multiple
restrictions on publishing data, especially
when it involves human subjects (as in
medical imaging). One needs to be very
careful not to violate others’ privacy
while still providing useful information.
Further, from the perspective of a CI
and ML researcher, there exists an issue
of formatting the data. This happens
often because various types of software
function only with data formatted in a
certain way. This, in turn, often renders
data formats incompatible with various
types of software.
While at the moment we can not
resolve the issue of restrictions on publishing certain proprietary real life data
(other than encouraging the owners of
the data to make it available to the public), we are planning to facilitate such
publishing and to address the issue of
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compatibility of data and software. In
order to achieve it we will design a set
of tools for publishing and translating
data between popular formats, as well as
encourage a common format.
2.2 Sharing software

Finding good and useful software data is
difficult as is finding real life test or
benchmarking data. There are many
situations when we need software
implementing certain methods or algorithms, or just their small components
that could be incorporated in our own
larger software. Sometimes simple tools
are needed to just manipulate the data.
Having easy access to a repository of
high-quality CIML software could
address these needs and would facilitate
more efficient simulation-driven research
or/and make it more thorough.
Similarly as with sharing data, there
are some difficulties associated with
sharing software. The most important, in
our opinion, is that different pieces of
software can be incompatible with each
other. It is well known that during the
time personal computers were commonly used for research in CI and ML,
various languages (and various versions
of them) were used to implement the
developed algorithms. It means that
many of these programs can not work
together. This problem is very difficult
to solve. To help alleviate it we encourage the use of Java to write and document software. Object or iented
techniques used in Java allow for a very
efficient integration of different programs and program components. At the
same time Java can be integrated with
other programming environments such
as MATLAB, which is currently very
popular in CI and ML research. We are
also working on a framework allowing
for better integration of existing software components that were written in
other programming languages. Furthermore, the proposed framework will
impose certain formats (or a list of
allowable formats) for documentation,
allowing for easier understanding of the
functionality of software components.
Another difficulty associated with
publishing software is that in most

software sharing services everybody can
post their programs without prior evaluation. An example of a popular site like
this is sourceforge (http://sourceforge.
net ). We require for each submitted
program, including its documentation,
to be peer reviewed in a similar fashion as submissions to jour nals or
reviewed conferences. Upon feedback
from reviewers, authors may be able to
improve their submissions before their
final acceptance. This procedure
ensures that only software that has met
certain minimum quality requirements
will be disseminated via the virtual
community portal.
2.3 Sharing computational resources

Modern computational intelligence and
machine learning algorithms are often
computationally expensive, especially
when applied to large real life problems.
Therefore, running them on a single
machine is often impractical. To alleviate
this problem, many institutions share
their computing resources. We are planning to develop a framework that will
allow the sharing of resources on a larger
scale. This will in turn allow CI and ML
researchers to perform more comprehensive and faster experimentation.
Developing such a framework will mean
that several difficulties must be overcome, such as compatibility of different
platforms, security issues, etc. Therefore,
this functionality of the portal is planned
for later stages of CIML virtual community building.
2.4 Education

Computational intelligence and machine
learning are very dynamic disciplines
with thousands of people involved in
research and development of new theories, methods, and implementations. To
facilitate effective research, easily accessible information about new discoveries is
crucial. Certainly, there are multiple
highly-rank journals and conferences
that serve as outlets for announcements
of new discoveries. Those media, however, are typically addressed to experienced researchers. Introductory and
comprehensive material for new methods is often difficult to find.

We propose a platform that will aid
in the sharing of educational materials
intended for individuals new to the
field such as students, or experts in
other disciplines wanting to use some
modern CI and ML methods in their
fields. In addition, these materials (overview papers, tutorials with example
programs) will hopefully be helpful for
teachers at different levels while preparing their courses. In the future we
also plan to extend educational materials by providing links to recorded lectures hosted by such services as
videolectures.net or YouTube (www.
youtube.com ). There is no need to
duplicate the efforts in recording them
and hosting – as particularly videolectures.net provides access to many high
quality lectures by well known
researchers from CIML field. Our
intention is to connect existing lectures
to articles and other educational material in the CIML community portal.
2.5 Networking

Sharing high quality resources and providing educational materials is only part
of the virtual community. The community is formed by the people and for the
people – all those who are interested in
CIML. One of the most important
aspects of such a virtual community is
providing an opportunity to meet peers.
The idea of online social as well as professional networking is not by any means
new. It’s enough to look at existing virtual networking giants such as Facebook
( www.facebook.com ) and LinkedIn
(www.linkedin.com). The available networking mechanisms, however, have a
very broad scope. We are planning to
provide a networking platform concentrated on CI and ML field. Such a platfor m will be a medium of
communication for CIML researchers,
students, teachers and anybody else
interested in CIML. It will also have
other functions common to popular
networking sites such as profile pages,
job searching, etc.
2.6 Integration of all components

Each of the components presented
above has a very significant role by itself.
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However, the true strength of the CIML
community will be a deep integration of
all of these components. Did you ever
feel like discussing your initial results on
the dataset or software that you just
downloaded? Or after finding a piece of
software, you are interested in finding
related tutorials literature references, or
even a link to the developers profile so
you can ask him/her questions? Were
you ever impressed by a piece of work
and you wanted to offer the author a
position in your lab? We believe that our
unifying approach will make all of this
much easier.
3. CIML Community Portal

The main platform in which we are
implementing all the ideas presented
above is CIML Community portal.
It can be found at http://w w w.
cimlcommunity.org.This section briefly presents our initial efforts in building
the portal.
3.1 Current development stage

Figure 1 presents the main page of the
portal. Following well-known rules of
developing user-friendly websites, our
goal is to create a simple and clear
graphical interface. The real challenge of
the portal is to link all relevant informa-

tion together, without adding unnecessary complexity to its form. Currently
the portal is in its development stage,
providing the site for submitting as well
as downloading software. It also includes
materials presented at the Workshop on
Building Machine Learning and Computational Intelligence Virtual Organizations
held at George Mason University on
October 24, 2008.
To submit a program, the user has to
register to our portal as a Developer
and fill out a simple for m before
uploading files. Currently we do not
restrict the language used for software
development. Also we accept open
source as well as executables only. As
soon as a program is submitted, it is
subject to a peer review, similar to scientific journals. When accepted, the
program is put on the portal and is
immediately accessible to all Users. In
addition, all posted items are to be citable resources. For proper referencing,
the postings will include titles, name of
the authors (or developers) and publishing dates. This will give due credit
to all developers-contributors. With the
growth of the portal, the submitted
resources will be appropriately categorized and linked together to offer a
meaningful content.

An example of software available on
our portal is Adaptive Linear Hyperplane (ALH) for Classification, developed by Tao Yang and Vojislav Kecman
at the University of Auckland. The program implements a new classification
method proposed very recently in11 by
the program authors. It is implemented
in MATLAB. The program allows for
applying the method to various classifications problems and should allow other
researchers to be able to compare its
performance to the performance of their
methods, as well as extend Yang’s and
Kecman’s method.
3.2 Who is behind it?

The virtual community development
team consists of three professors from
the University of Louisville and George
Mason University, as well as three students from the University of Louisville.
Our community also has 25 members, i.e. individuals that serve an
advisory function in building the community as well review software etc. They
are mostly well renowned researchers in
computational intelligence and machine
learning from the United States (13
members) and other parts of the world
(12 members). The full list of members
is on the portal web site.
4. Conclusions

The future of science is in collaboration
between groups and scientists distributed all over the world. Our vision is to
create a computational intelligence and
machine learning virtual community
that brings together scientists, educators,
students, and all others interested in this
discipline. In this paper we described
benefits and opportunities as well as difficulties that need to be overcome when
building a virtual community in computational intelligence and machine
learning. We discussed general aspects of
such a community and presented our
initial and ongoing work on their
implementation. However, a community
will not exist without members. Therefore, we would like to encourage readers

FIGURE 1 The main page of CIML Virtual Community portal.
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Students choose an aspect or application of interest and investigate it using
one or multiple paradigms. They must
make a literature review on their topic.
The project deliverables are a written
report including the code and an oral
presentation to the class. The assessment is based on both components
and focuses on technical content and
comprehensiveness. For the oral component, students must adhere to their
stated time or be penalized. They are
also assessed on how they respond to
questions dur ing the presentation
(though this is omitted for the outreach students as they submit their
presentation as a video). For the written report, the grade depends on
the technical scope, the suitability of
the method(s) to the problem(s), the
appropriateness and innovation of the
method(s) as coded, and the basis of
assessment and compar ison of the
method(s) on the problem(s). In the
presentation of results, the succinctness
while still including all important
information is important, and quite
difficult for students to achieve. Students tend to want to show all runs of
all trials, usually in voluminous tables.
This does not lead to an effective presentation. So, one of their learning

Research Frontier

Course Documentation

This consists of syllabus, PowerPoint
slides, homework assignments, journal
papers to read and discuss, project
assignments and the examination. During the course, these are posted to the
course web site (except for the examination) for students to access. These
are available by request from the
author (smithae@auburn.edu). I have
used mainly Reeves’ text, Modern
Heuristic Techniques for Combinatorial
Problems [7], for this course. However,
this excellent book is now out of print.
The most recent semester of this
course used Metaheuristics for Hard
Optimization by Dreo, et al. [8] as the
text. Both texts have been supplemented quite a bit. For example, the Reeves
text does not include evolutionary
strategies, ant colony methods nor particle swarm optimization.
In summary, this course is comprehensive and addresses the aspects of

adaptive optimization of most use to
technical students solving complex
system design problems. The level of
coding needed for this course and the
amount of time required to code each
paradigm and carry out the computational work are barriers to students
enrolling in the course. However, there
is no other way to deliver a meaningful
course without this stringent reliance
on coding and computation so I have
chosen to live with relatively low student numbers in favor of the quality of
the experience for each student.
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to visit our portal ( http://w w w.
cim lcom munit y.org ) and become
both active Users and Developers.
Furthermore, if the topic meets your
interest and you would like to participate in creating the CIML Community,
you are invited to do so. Just contact us
at cimlcommunity@louisville.edu
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